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1. POLAND ECONOMIC SITUATION 2021 - IN SHORT 

After a strong rebound during the first half of 2021, GDP has surpassed its pre-pandemic level and is 

expected to grow by 5.3% in 2021. This momentum should continue with GDP growth projected to reach 

5.2% in 2022, before easing to 3.3% in 2023. Consumption and investment will drive the recovery, with a 

sustained withdrawal of savings and the disbursement of EU funds significantly contributing to growth. 

However, an expanding economy and a tighter labour market will result in diminishing spare capacity, 

leading existing inflationary pressure to increase further. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: https://www.oecd.org/ 

 

The COVID-19 has hit the Polish society and its economy hard, even if to a lesser extent than other European 

countries. Employment has declined and public debt has increased abruptly, which will make it more 

challenging to solve long-term issues, such as the low productivity of some workers, weak environmental 

outcomes and rising ageing costs. Ensuring longer working lives in good health will be key to secure the 

pension system’s sustainability. To boost the recovery and sustain the pre-crisis growth in living standards, 

Poland needs to invest in greener infrastructure, additional healthcare capacity and better skills. Easing the 

reallocation of firms and workers would facilitate shifts in the economic structure induced by the current 
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crisis and raise productivity. Finally boosting the capacity of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to 

innovate would help them to export more and adapt to a rapidly changing international environment. 

 

 

Picture Source: dronelife.com 
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2. TRENDS IN E-COMMERCE 

• Eco-commerce - Undoubtedly, ecology in sales, including online sales, is one of the aspects that brands 

have been paying special attention to recently. From sustainable transport, through the elimination of 

plastic in products, the introduction of biodegradable packaging into circulation, to supporting 

ecological social campaigns. 

• Q-commerce (means quick-selling system) that is sometimes referred to as ‘on-demand delivery’. In this 

model, the delivery of products to the consumer is to take a maximum of half an hour, and in the case 

of some companies - even up to 10 minutes from placing an online order. It refers mainly to food & 

grocery deliveries in big towns & cities.  

• Delivery to a parcel machine (PACZKOMAT) is now the norm for most consumers in Poland. In the first 

quarter of 2021, as many as 89% of consumers in Poland chose ‘paczkomat’ as a form of delivery. Also, 

sending parcels using this form has become much more popular - already 70% of respondents choose 

them in Poland. 

• At a time when the number of customers in online stores is increasing day by day, online sellers are 

more likely to use the logistics model, thanks to which they entrust the warehousing, picking and 

shipping of products to a selected wholesaler. Dropshipping makes it possible to run an online store 

from virtually anywhere in the world. The seller does not have to physically own the products he sells. 

• Sellers, in order to attract customers, offer them the option of making a purchase with a deferred 

payment of up to a month. It is estimated that over 2021 the number of consumers actively using this 

form of payment has quadrupled. 

• Artificial Intelligence (AI) enables machines to learn from experience to attempt to imitate human 

activities. It can be said that the development and use of artificial intelligence is in itself a growing 

trend that is successfully adapted by various industries. AI can be used in almost every area of life - 

from entertainment, through medicine, to transport. Also, e-commerce is not devoid of solutions that 

belong to the world of artificial intelligence. 

• Price comparison websites are the most common source of information on the available prices of 

phones, smartphones, RTF and household appliances, as well as books and CDs with music and movies. 

E-commerce has a much greater advantage over traditional shopping when it comes to comparing 

prices. It is much easier and more convenient to use a price comparison engine that shows almost all 

available offers for a given product than to visit stores one by one in order to choose the most 

advantageous purchase option. No wonder that, according to the Polish e-commerce survey in 2020, 

the results obtained in price comparison websites were one of the most important factors influencing 

the choice of a given store. 

• Transformation in terms of shopping habits – started before and during the pandemic - will not only 

solidify, but will also accelerate. 
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• The smartphone has become the preferred device for online shopping. 

• Sale of food via the Internet will systematically grow, modern logistics offer tools that enable the 

delivery of perishable products without compromising their quality. 

• Customers accustomed to the amenities introduced by digital solutions will expect similar ones also in 

traditional stores. 

3. E-COMMERCE BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER COVID-19 

The pandemic revolutionized the e-commerce sector in two ways.  

- Firstly, it has changed the purchasing habits of consumers, who definitely like online shopping, 

primarily because of security, speed and simplicity. 

- Secondly, it forced business to rapidly digitally transform and adapt to new realities more efficiently. 

Not only the largest players but also representatives of the SME sector have joined the online sales 

channel 

Although e-commerce has grown rapidly and dynamically in recent years in Poland, the limitations related 

to the pandemic have accelerated growth - making it necessary to adapt to the new reality. The sellers had 

to start or intensify their activities on the Internet. The results of the latest eIzba (The Electronic Economy 

Chamber of Commerce) report: ‘Omni-commerce. I buy comfortably 2021’ show that 84% of active internet 

users already buy online. That's a 12% increase compared to 2020 and as much as 27% with regard to 2019. 

During the pandemic, a really large group of consumers - regardless of age - found out that online shopping 

can be not only helpful, but also simple and intuitive. 

In 2021, however, is more of a challenge for online stores and marketplaces - it will be difficult to keep up 

with the pace of 2020, when sellers and buyers went digital in a big way. Competition is tough and 

customer acquisition is becoming more and more difficult. PwC experts emphasize that compared to 

Western European countries, Poland has a relatively small number of online stores, therefore the number 

may increase significantly in the coming months and years. 

The coronavirus pandemic has shown new directions in the development of the e-commerce industry. The 

fight for a customer in an increasingly competitive network focuses on an attractive price, a large selection 

of offers, payment and delivery methods as well as the convenience of shopping, with UX design at the 

forefront. A new group of online shoppers has also emerged.  

3.1 SECTORS 

The industries that are invariably strong in online are fashion and electronics. During the pandemic, on-

line sales benefited greatly at such sectors: home and garden, health, food products, jewellery, food with 

home delivery, automotive.. Industries with less consumer interest are: tourism, entertainment and culture 

in terms of tickets for events. 

https://eizba.pl/
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PwC experts indicate that in 2026 the gross value of the Polish e-commerce market will amount to PLN 162 

billion (€34,95 billion). This means an average annual increase of 12%. The sales of food products and health 

and beauty products will grow the fastest. Already in 2020, the online channel had a 14% share in the value 

of retail sales in Poland, which was influenced, among others, by the pandemic and accelerated 

development of e-commerce platforms. 

3.2 PURCHASING HABITS 

Due to the pandemic and subsequent lockdowns, many companies accelerated the process of digital 

transformation, opting for the development of online channels. In the last year, the group of consumers 

using the online form of shopping has significantly increased. Importantly, almost 85% of Poles declare that 

even after the end of the pandemic, they do not intend to reduce the frequency of e-shopping. It will be a 

constant double-digit growth for the coming years. The consumer survey carried out for the purposes of 

the PwC analysis shows that over 74% of Poles will maintain the level of online shopping after the pandemic 

ends, and 10% intend to even increase it. Polish enterprises sell their products and services via the Internet. 

They use both their own stores and marketplace platforms popular among consumers. The 50+ generation- 

seniors are convinced of online shopping because it is quick, easy and safe.  

3.3 LOGISTICS & WAREHOUSING 

Development of e-commerce increases the demand for warehouse space. in the years 2021-2025, courier 

companies in Europe will need an additional 8.6 million sq m. of warehouse space to keep pace with the 

growing demand in the e-commerce sector. During this time, 20 percent of products purchased online will 

be returned, approximately 1.7 million sq m of the forecast supply of new warehouse space will have to be 

allocated to the needs related to the storage and handling of returns from courier companies. Returns of 

parcels will not directly translate into the need for logistics space at the producers themselves, but may 

contribute to creating additional demand from their business partners, including distributors and courier 

companies. Part of this will have to be available in Poland. Poland is already a logistics and warehousing 

hub in Central & Eastern Europe but even with quite a large availability of space the sector will definitely 

grow further. 

3.4 PAYMENT METHODES 

In 2020, Poles were much more eager - compared to 2019 - to use not only fast electronic transfers (increase 

from 41 to 48%), but also card payments (increase from 32 to 39%) and BLIK (increase from 24 to 33 percent).  

 

https://www.blik.com/en
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BLIK is a mobile payment system launched on February 9, 2015 by six Polish banks. It enables smartphone 

users to make cashless payments in stationary and online stores, to withdraw and deposit cash at ATMs, 

and to make transfers and generate checks with a digital code. Gaining the payment market in Poland 

rapidly as it is a very convenient, fast and safe method of payment.  

On the other hand, the more traditional payment methods have lost most of their popularity over the last 

year: cash on delivery (a decrease from 46 to 24%), an individual transfer to the account (from 43% to 34%) 

and cash at the point of receipt of goods (from 16 to 9 percent) - according to the Blue Media study ‘How 

to buy on the Internet’, carried out at the beginning of May.  

4. FOOD AND GROCERY SHOPPING ON-LINE 

The pandemic has definitely influenced online grocery shopping, which was previously only available in 

Warsaw. Now they can be made all over Poland and not only from big players. Stores that have online sales 

available adapt fully to the consumer's needs in terms of delivery, digital payments and service, which have 

significantly improved. At the beginning of the pandemic, 59% of food products were poorly assessed on 

the Internet by surveyed consumers. Two months later, it was only 28% and now 87% evaluates the 

availability of these products as good or very good. 

The online channel's share in total food purchases is still low. Although, according to the Central Statistical 

Office of Poland, in 2020 it almost doubled. At the turn of 2020 and 2021 Internet purchases still accounted 

for less than 1% of all retail spending on food. Therefore, it should be assumed that the increase in the 

share of e-commerce in food trade will be a gradual, long-term process rather than a revolutionary jump 

forward. It should also be remembered that the pandemic brought about an accelerated growth in the 

ready-made food delivery industry (in particular in dietary catering). This trend, providing consumers with 

great convenience, will probably also continue in the coming years, which to some extent may have a 

substitution effect in relation to the purchase of food products. 

In general, large grocery stores - and pharmacies - were rated as coping the best with the pandemic. In the 

food category, in addition to orders with e-store delivery, consumers also rate very positively the option 
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of personal pickup of food products purchased on the Internet at designated points, which is an additional 

option to classic delivery by courier and often allows for a faster receipt of goods. 

In Poland, several foreign companies have recently started implementing expansion plans into the local q-

commerce market (quick deliveries). At the same time, new domestic brands appeared, aimed at express 

delivery of products. The last quarter of 2021 was particularly prolific in the development of q-commerce 

services in Poland. Currently, applications such as Lisek, Glovo, Jokr, Swyft and Stuart are the leaders in the 

express delivery market. In 2021, it can be noticed that popular convenience stores and large retail chains 

are expanding their online shopping offer with the q-commerce option. Żabka has joined the companies 

operating on the fast-trade market by introducing the ‘Jush’ service with delivery times up to 15 minutes. 

BIEK is an express delivery service offered by the Biedronka chain of stores in cooperation with Glovo. 

5. CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR ON LINE 

The pandemic is also changing customer expectations - they want a wide selection of products, delivery 

methods and payment methods. Internet users willingly choose marketplaces due to their comprehensive 

offer. They can buy everything in one place. 

This is a characteristic feature of the Polish consumer: she/he is used to the fact that in every store or on 

a marketplace platform she/he gets the widest range of options when it comes to the method of payment 

- quick transfer, BLIK, card or cash. These are strong distinguishing features of purchasing attitudes, the 

consumer wants to have a great choice of delivery and payment methods. It is not only about expectation 

but a real purchasing decision. If the consumer does not see his favorite payment method, e.g. BLIK, he will 

give up shopping and abandon the basket. 

The domain of online stores present on the Polish market are also other amenities for customers, such as 

very long deadlines for returning goods. Legally it is 14 days, and Polish stores go even further and introduce 

a deadline of 30 or even 60 days for returns. 

At the same time, buyers want a simple and fast checkout process, simple, fast but secure payment and 

quickest delivery. 

The popularity of parcel machines (in Polish ‘paczkomat’) is growing a lot, but customers go a step further, 

they want to have them as close to home as possible. Green logistics is also a very strong trend, not so 

much in the sense of ‘greenwashing’, but handled in a thoughtful and effective way. Today, local 

communities expect something more than just a parcel locker wall. On top of that this must be combined 

with the growing share of e-commerce and growing expectations regarding the speed of delivery. 

Packaging is a trend in the area of delivery logistics itself. The customer is more and more aware and pays 

attention to details such as package filling and packing tape. Reusable packaging will be available at any 

moment. 

https://www.lisek.app/
https://glovoapp.com/
https://www.jokr.com/
https://swyft.pl/
https://stuart.com/
https://www.zabka.pl/
https://www.biedronka.pl/pl
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6. MARKETPLACES IN POLAND 

A marketplace is a platform that offers goods of many online sellers in one place, allowing them to be 

purchased by customers. One of the main advantages is the almost instant access to a very large number 

of customers, without large investments in marketing. Marketplaces have a high brand recognition and 

thus increase their credibility among buyers. There are also disadvantages such as very high competition 

of sellers in one place and price fight. 

Popular marketplaces in Poland 

• Allegro.pl -  the largest online transactional platform in Poland, has approx. 40% share in e-commerce 

in Poland. 

• Amazon.de - The largest online store in the world, in Poland Amazon.pl since March 2021. 

• Ebay.pl - Worldwide sales platform. 

• Facebook.com/Marketplace - the largest social networking site in the world. 

• Pl.aliexpress.com - Chinese online sales service where you can find mainly products from Chinese 

manufacturers. As of today (December 2021), the sales from Poland is not possible, but it's probably just 

a matter of time. 

• Morele.net - Online store operating in the consumer electronics segment (computers, laptops, computer 

components, RTV and household appliances). 

• Carrefour.pl - Online store offering own products and products of business partners. 

• Ceneo.pl - The second largest e-commerce website in Poland. 

• Okazje.info - A popular price comparison engine in Poland. The portal compares prices from various 

online stores, hypermarkets and electro markets, compares them and makes these data available to its 

users. 

• Google.com/Shopping - Price comparison engine offered by the internet giant Google. 

• Empik.pl - Marketplace offered by the Polish sales network of books, music publications, films, games, 

programs, prints, audiobooks, computer accessories and press. 

• Showroom.pl - The largest Polish online store where you can find clothes and accessories from European 

boutiques. 

• Arena.pl - A trading platform with a selected offer that guarantees fast and safe shopping, only from 

reliable sellers. 

• Emag.pl (formerly Agito.pl) - Marketplace offering, among others telephones, electronics, televisions and 

computer equipment, toys, household appliances, clothing and cosmetics at attractive prices 
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• Zalando.pl - Sales mainly focus on footwear and clothing, with a wider range of products including 

decorative items, sunglasses, watches and jewelry. 

• Etsy.com - A global online marketplace connecting people from all over the world to create, buy, sell 

and collect unique products 

• Pakamera.pl - A place where every talented designer has a chance to present his ideas. The main idea 

behind it is to run a simple and transparent medium that promotes designers and independent brands. 

• Spartoo.pl - Online store related to shoes, handbags, etc. 

• Aligato.pl - Auction service offering a wide range of products. 

• Yosh.pl - A fashion search engine that brings together the offer of many online stores. This is the perfect 

place for online shopping in fashion. Yosh presents the offers of the best Polish and foreign stores. 

6.1 ALLEGRO – C2C, B2C, B2B 

 

Allegro is not only the largest Polish marketplace, but also the fifth platform of this type in Europe and the 

tenth in the world. This is an impressive result, which probably no one expected in 1999, when the site was 

created. Allegro grew rapidly - in 2003 it had the first million users, and today it can boast a 40% share in 

the Polish e-commerce market. The company has recorded two turning points in its history that have 

influenced its development and success. The first was to enable entrepreneurs to set up their own e-stores 

in 2007. The second was the introduction of the Allegro Smart option and combining it with the Paczkomaty 

delivery option, which changed the rules of the game in Polish e-commerce. 

Poles are very accustomed to Allegro, which makes it the first choice in the case of sales websites. From 

here, you could risk saying that if you don't sell on this platform then you don't exist. Currently, Allegro 

offers everything we could only dream of. Such a wide range translates into the successive growth of users 

and sellers. Why is it worth selling through this portal, mainly due to the size of the marketplace, the 

number of users and high recognition. In addition, the interface of the platform is simple and intuitive to 

use. 

This is the effect of new consumer habits, as well as the emergence of new players on the market. Already 

more than 1/3 of enterprises running online stores, in addition to their own website, are also present on 

the Allegro platform. 
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Allegro lists three areas that define online shopping trends. First, it is the price that has to be competitive. 

That is why promotions are going on all the time. This is a change compared to previous years, when these 

stocks were focused on a very specific time frame, for example Black Friday. Today promotions, great prices 

and bestsellers go on non-stop. Which, of course, does not prevent sales festivals such as Black Week, Smart 

Week and others from developing. The turnover during these days is dynamically growing from year to 

year. An interesting trend in this area are the more and more popular live venues, i.e. the sale of products 

online live, which, of course, is accompanied by promotional prices.  

The role of Smart! Loyalty programs (smart delivery – Allegro Smart)  is also growing, eliminating the basic 

barrier of online shopping, i.e. the price of delivery. Participants of such programs buy more often. 

Allegro Biznes – platform shopping for companies. The platform offers nearly 120 million offers and approx. 

100 thousand sellers. Payment has been postponed up to 60 days. There are also discounts and promotions. 

Discounts on wholesale price lists can reach up to 55%, and discounts on large orders 30%. Via Allegro 

Biznes you can buy, among others basic office products (e.g. stationery, cleaning products, IT equipment, 

etc.). The offer is also to be adapted to specific industries, such as car repair shops, construction companies 

and beauty salons. 

6.2 AMAZON 

 

By entering the Polish market in March 2021, Amazon created another sales channel and opportunities for 

Polish small entrepreneurs. The Amazon platform, which is backed by ultra-modern technologies and the 

highest level of customer-centricity, allow these companies to reach even more customers and shopping 

opportunities, and thus increase sales. It should be a chance for even more Polish online stores to be created 

to meet more and more specific shopping needs of customers.  

In October 2021, six months after the official launch of Amazon in Poland, the website is relatively quiet. 

The platform increased the number of visitors in the spring 2021, but it is far behind Allegro. The data show 

that Amazon.pl - at its peak - had up to 4.3 million users in Poland who previously were sent to the German 

part of the platform. But as numbers can be interpreted in different ways, it appeared, that four million 

Amazon.pl users are not customers, but only people who have even entered the seller's portal for a moment. 

According to experts, Amazon has chosen this model of operation in Poland because it wants to calmly 

analyze the Polish market. And the competition has nothing to fear at the moment. Amazon did not conduct 

a spectacular advertising campaign that would send a signal that this giant is really entering Poland for 
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real. There were also no interesting promotions for users. In fact, nothing in particular happened that could 

qualify it as a successful entry. 

6.3 ZALANDO 

 

The specificity of the Polish market is related to the fact that large retail chains such as Zalando locate 

their warehouse facilities in Poland, which are then used to service domestic customers and orders from 

neighboring countries. Zalando is not only one of the largest e-shops in Poland, but also one of the most 

popular websites. From the very beginning, the store invested heavily in marketing activities. As a result, 

many internet users already associate with this brand. In addition, Zalando puts a lot of emphasis on its 

positioning in the Google search engine. The Zalando Lounge outlet service recently announced that Poland 

is its second most important market in Europe. In Poland, the market has been growing at a double-digit 

pace for many years and the recent quarters with periodically closed traditional stores have boosted it 

further. 

7. LOGISTICS: PARCEL LOCKERS & PICK UP POINTS 

The interest in deliveries of parcels for e-commerce is growing rapidly, faster than any forecast has 

predicted. Just like the requirements of consumers who want to collect parcels conveniently, close by and 

at any time.  

Delivery to parcel machines is a dynamically developing trend that is successfully introduced by new brands. 

There are currently several thousand. Parcel lockers from InPost, and this growing group is constantly 

joined by parcel boxes from other companies. PKN Orlen, strengthening its retail segment, has launched 

the Orlen Paczka service this year, which, in addition to parcel collection points, also includes parcel 

machines located near the concern's petrol stations. By increasing their availability, the company plans to 

create 2,000 jobs by 2022. There are also devices in housing estates, at service and commercial points, 

similar to what Poczta Polska (National Post of Poland) is offering. Other examples are DHL POP parcel 

machines and DPD Pickup Stations. The latter require the DPD Mobile application and a Bluetooth 

connection, and the operation of DPD machines in Biedronka and Carrefour stores takes place using built-

in screens. Allegro also invests in its own logistics solutions. The company started building a network of 

One Box by Allegro parcel machines. What's more, all devices run on green energy from renewable sources, 

and the structure supporting the vegetation consists of up to 90% recycled wood. 
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7.1 INPOST INTEGER.PL 

 

InPost Integer.pl Group is a delivery platform for e-commerce. Established in 1999 by Rafał Brzoska, the 

company has a network of parcel machines (in Polish it is called paczkomat) also in Great Britain and Italy. 

It also provides courier and fulfillment services for e-commerce sellers in Poland. In 2020, the company 

handled 249 million shipments, cooperating with over 26 thousand e-sellers. InPost Mobile application is 

one of the most popular applications in Poland with nearly 7 million active users. In January 2021 InPost 

successfully debuted on the Euronext Amsterdam stock exchange.  

Consumers do not want to feel limited and do not want to wait long for their purchases. Such exorbitant 

criteria can be met by an operator who has a sufficiently wide and well-organized network of collection 

points and excellent logistics. The dense network is more than several thousands in countries the size of 

Poland, France or Spain. InPost wants to become the first logistics operator in Europe to achieve such a 

goal in several markets at the same time. 

InPost has a total of over 14.5 thousand parcel machines and is now launching a new factory, focusing on 

the implementation of machines on a large scale in Europe. 

Poland, compared to most of the countries that have just discovered the benefits of collecting parcels in 

parcel lockers, is a mature, advanced market that generates the highest turnover. But I am convinced that 

other countries in which we are developing the network will achieve a similar level in the foreseeable future 

- assesses Rafał Brzoska. 

https://integer.pl/
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7.2 PKN ORLEN – ORLEN PACZKA 

 

PKN Orlen (a state owned Polish company – operator of the biggest network of fuel stations in Central 

Europe) invests in the development of a network of points of shipment and collection of parcels under the 

brand ‘Orlen Paczka’, which already covers over 6 thousand. points located all over Poland, including their 

own parcel machines. 

The concern has already set up automatic parcel machines in many Polish cities, incl. Warsaw, Kraków, 

Płock, Gdańsk, Gdynia, Łódź, Poznań, Wrocław and the cities of the Silesian Agglomeration. They are located 

in areas with high traffic and are accessible 24/7. 

The ‘Orlen Paczka’ mobile application, available for devices with IOS and Android systems, allows to track 

the status of the ordered shipment, collect it in the entire network of points and contactless opening of 

the locker in the vending machines, without having to wait in the queue. 

  

https://www.orlen.pl/en
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